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Abstract: The study area is focused on the Philippine Trench, a hadal trench located in the axe of the collision of
the Philippine Sea Plate and Sunda Plate, west Pacific Ocean. The research is aimed at the analysis of the trench
geomorphology by a correlation between changes in slope steepness and environmental variables. The methodology
consists in modeling data by statistical libraries of Python and R programming languages. The results revealed that
variations in the slope steepness correlate with the sediment thickness across the Philippine Trench. Variations in
the landform are caused by a combination of various factors that include geology, tectonic slab dynamics, and
increasing depths in bathymetry. Algorithms of the advanced machine learning and graph-based analysis applied for
the marine geological data set demonstrated in this research enabled to gain insights into the seafloor geomorphology
that can only be accessible by remote sensing methods and modeling. Application of the statistical methods of the
data analysis by Python and R packages has broad applicability to similar research aimed at modeling landform
variations in the submarine geomorphology of the hadal trenches.
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1.

Introduction

The relationship between the submarine geomorphology, bathymetry, and the tectonic settings of the ocean trenches
can be derived by comparing geomorphic features (such as the steepness of the slope angles across the profiles) and
geological conditions (e.g., sediment thickness). To evaluate relationships between various factors affecting the
structure of the hadal trenches, methods of the advanced modeling and statistical analysis can be successfully applied
[1], [2], [3].
Examples of the studies of the understanding the correlation between various factors influencing ocean ecosystems
and functioning are presented in various works [4], [5], [6], [7]. Their work aims to understand how the
interconnections between geology, sedimentation, and ocean landforms can be explained using available methods
of the geospatial analysis. Variations in the structure of the submarine geomorphology have origin in the palaeologic
geological time caused by the variety of impact factors [8]. From the more recent publications on Philippine Trench
dynamics, it has been noted [9] that fluctuations in the trench dynamics affect slab morphology and character. [10]
keep track of the lateral fluctuations in the upper mantle structure of the Philippine Sea basin, which is later more
detailed studied by [11] with a more close focus on the geophysics across the Philippine Sea. However, clear and
exact modeling of the structure and functioning of the deep ocean areas has not proposed yet. Some attempts are
given [12], [13], [14] to analyze the evolution of the ocean as a marine ecosystem and factors affecting its structure
and functioning, aimed at the environmental monitoring and ecological communities.
Therefore, modeling of the hadal areas of the oceans, in particular ocean trenches, is an actual challenge in the
modern oceanology and marine geology. Using advanced methods of Python computing for processing data arrays
enables to develop models of the submarine geomorphology in the hadal areas of the ocean [15]. Using R language
allows assessment as to how do various factors affect the actual shape of the trench and to what extent the trench
migration and continuous development may be influenced because of the complex interplay of the multiple
geospatial factors [16]. Advanced data analysis and precise computing enabled by combinations of R and Python
provide additional possibilities on the data modeling and estimation of the geomorphic landforms in comparison
with geological factors and bathymetric elevations.
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In some previous case studies [17], [18], [19], using available methods of the oceanographic mapping existing at
that time, the geomorphic patterns of the deep-sea channels, submarine fans and their topography were analyzed
with regards to the deep-water sedimentation [20], mid-ocean ridge tectonics and volcanism, dynamics of the
Philippine back-arc [21], [22], [23].
However, given the non-available tools of machine learning and operating with numerical data in oceanography,
current studies significantly lack numerical data analysis and visualization that become possible with the rapid
development of the programming algorithms applied in oceanography nowadays [24]. There are proven
relationships between the geomorphic structure of the submarine landforms and sedimentation in the selected parts
of the Ocean [25]. Other factors include oceanology as underwater currents [26], geology [27], tectonics [28],
accumulation of the sedimentation that goes into the hadal trenches through the canyon-channel systems [29].

Fig. 1. Study area and digitizing cross-section profiles of the Philippine Trench and the Philippine archipelago area.
Mapping: QGIS.
Active usage of numerical computing provided by R programming language enables to widely use statistical
methods for marine geological and data modeling [30]. Possible applications include analysis of the interplay
between the elements of the submarine ecosystem using cluster analysis [31]. Others include predicting changes in
the structure of the marine ecosystem, reconstruct origin and evolution of the trench dynamics, interpretation of the
existing slab motions in the Philippine Plate area [32], [33], [34], [35].
The Philippine Trench is located along the eastern edge of the Philippine archipelago, which is a deformed orogenic
belt resulting from the collision of oceanic and continental blocks [36]. Because of the location in the Philippine and
Sunda tectonic slabs collision, the Philippine Fault is proven to have motion in its dynamics [37], [38], [39], [40],
[41], [42]. The northwestward motion of the Philippine Sea Plate is partially absorbed by the subduction of first, the
Philippine Trench moving westwards, second, the East Luzon Trough located in the north-east, and third, by the
Philippine Fault. Along with geologic factors, tectonic instability of the Philippine Sea Trench necessarily causes
variations in the structure of its geomorphology, which is studied in this paper.
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2.

Materials and Methods

Current research included various aspects of the manipulating with data: data search from the web resources, data
storage in the Quantum GIS platform, geospatial processing, digitizing and geospatial processing using various GIS
plugins, data capture and export to the csv tables, transfer data sets to R and Python libraries, statistical processing,
and finally, modeling and visualizing graphical plots.

Fig. 2. Faceted plot of the 25 profiles crossing the Philippine Trench area. Plotting: QGIS.
The GIS part of this project was performed using Quantum GIS, version 3.6.1 Noosa. The study area overview and
a GIS digitizing workflow are illustrated on the Fig. 1. The stepwise GIS part of this research consists of the
following steps:
1. The 1.000 km long profiles were drawn along the trench using ‘Add Line Feature’ tool from the Digitizing
Toolbar.
2. The intersections between the lines and the bathymetry was done using ‘Vector / Analysis Tools / Lines
Intersection’ command. This resulted in the array of the points along each profile. Each point has now a bathymetry
depth value and a point reference number.
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3. The latitude and longitude coordinates were then added to the attribute table of each corresponding intersection
line using ‘Lat Lon Tools’ plugin of QGIS. This plugin was selected since is provided external map support, point
digitizing tools, and enables to capture and zoom to coordinates of the profiles.
4. The coordinates were added to each corresponding profile using plugin function ‘Lat Lon Tools / Conversion
/ Point layer to fields’. This operation added the initial 25 layer's latitude, longitude (Y, X) to be copied into the text
fields in the new layers. Thus, the coordinates were added to the attribute tables.
5. The csv files of the attribute tables were exported from the QGIS shape files (‘Export / Save Features As’) to
csv format for each of the 25 profiles, respectively.
The topography of the 25 profiles (Fig. 2) was plotted using ‘ProfileFromPoints’ plugin of QGIS that enables to plot
cross section profile of observation points. Using this plugin the topography data were plotted along a centerline of
the cross section profiles using elevation Z (depth values). The resulting profiles are shown on Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. KDE plots for the 25 profiles crossing the Philippine Trench area. Plotting: Python.
The statistical analysis was done using table containing attribute values of the oceanological and geospatial
parameters of the Philippine area. The topographic values of the profiles were derived from the table with depth
values of all the observation points. The code snippet for the mean statistics: df = pd.read_csv("Tab-PhilBathy.csv")
df df['profile4'].mean() Likewise, the minimal, maximal and quartile values on bathymetry were read into the table.
Table 1. Abbreviations used for the geology and lithology
Lithology
Lithology / Rock type
Code

Geology (classes from the Geological World
Map (Dottin et al. 1990)

Vb

Basic volcanic rocks

Cenozoic volcanic formations

P

Precambrian (shield) rocks

Precambrian (Archean + Proterozoic)

C

Complex lithology

Mesozoic Jurassic and Cretaceous

M

Metamorphic rocks

Metamorphic formations

Smi

Mixed sedimentary consolidated rocks

Cenozoic

A

Alluvial deposits

Quaternary

Pb

Basic-ultrabasic Plutonic rocks

Plutonic rocks of all ages

The cross-sectional profiles give the insight to the variations in the geomorphological shape of the Philippine Trench
and archipelago (Fig. 2). The bathymetric transects were digitized in QGIS and their coordinates and attribute values
collected as a csv table. Using queries of the QGIS, the information on geology of the underlying surface was
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retrieved (Table 1) to study local geomorphic conditions, variation in the lithology and sedimentation transport
processes. The 25 bathymetric transects collected cross-sections of the Philippine Trench and adjacent territories of
the Philippine archipelago. Geology and tectonics as attributes were used to analyze their effects on variations in the
geomorphology of the trench.

Fig. 4. Ridgeline plot on the topography of the cross-section profiles, Philippine Trench area and Philippine
archipelago. Plotting: R.
Prior to further statistical analyses, we visually inspected the bathymetry cross sections per 25 profiles as shown on
the joint facetted plot (Fig. 2). The attribute data were obtained by digitizing cross-sectioning profiles overlaying
vector layers on geology, lithology and tectonics. Despite the variations in the density of the observation data points
caused by the geomorphic shapes (ranging from extremely steep slope to strong slope), it was possible to merge and
integrate the results of the vector overlay. The statistical part of this research was based on using Python and R
statistical libraries that include existing mathematical algorithms and common approaches for the data processing
and analysis [43], [44], [45], [46]. The Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) analysis (Fig. 3) was carried out using
Seaborn library of Python using mathematical algorithms described by [47]. The visualized results of combining
five KDE plots for the bathymetric cross-section profiles are shown on Fig. 3. It can be seen that combining five
profiles enables to compare the geomorphology of the Philippine Trench and significantly increases the recognition
of variations and depth and heights from plotting single profiles separately. Thus, the range of the density distribution
in the elevations across the Philippine archipelago and Philippine Trench can be seen (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 5. Regression analysis plot showing statistical modeling of the cross-section profiles: topography of the
Philippine Trench area and Philippine archipelago. Plotting: R.
To better understand the behavior of the spatial distribution in elevations as a stream view, we applied a ridge line
technics of the landforms data visualization using functionality of R [48]. From the graph showing ridge lines (Fig.
4) one can see the comparative visualization of the density distribution of depths by profiles. Ridgeline profiling
provides insight into the statistical distribution of the depth and elevation ranges of the Philippine Trench and
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archipelago regions. From these profiles (Fig. 4), it is possible to comparatively analyze and observe distribution of
the elevation values varied for 25 cross-section profiles.

Fig. 6. Letter-value plot (statistically modified box plot) visualizing descriptive statistics of the topography of the
cross-section profiles: mean, median, upper and lower quartiles of the data distribution. Plotting: Python.
Two elevation curves (Fig. 4) illustrate the ranges across profiles transversal to the main channel of the Philippine
Trench and transecting Philippine archipelago, respectively (Fig. 5). For assessment of the variation in the trench
geomorphology, it is of significant advantage to visualize the data set using regression analysis (Fig. 5).

Fig. 7. Strip plots showing data distribution across tectonic plates (A) and geology (B). Plotting: Python.
Regression analysis determines the range, general trend in data distribution and scale of the changes in the observed
bathymetry by analyzing changes in the values of the elevation and (Fig. 5). Advantages of plotting a facetted graph
consists in visualizing a stream of the data at one look. The algorithms and approaches for the performed regression
analysis use existing methods [49], [50], [51] and embedded in {ggplot} library of R. The technical implementation
of the letter values plots was based on the existing methods [52], [53] embedded in modern Python Seaborn library.
More sophisticated theoretical explanation on the box plots was given by [54]. Comparing the box plots, the letter
value plots are better suited to the oceanographic data sets, since they represent more detailed information in the
tails using letter values (Fig. 6) showing statistical data distribution: the samples shown on the letter-value plot
illustrate actual range of the bathymetric observations (Y axe) by 25 profiles (X axe). The median, mean and
quantiles are shown as horizontal lines on each ‘box’ representing the set of the samples across each of the profile.
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The plots for the 25 profiles include reliable estimates of their corresponding quantiles as Tukey’s boxplot showing
outliers (profiles 2 and 3) labeled as observations beyond the most extreme letter values.

Fig. 8. Distribution of the sampling points from the cross-section profiles across the tectonic plates. Plotting: Python,
Matplotlib library and R (Small subplot in ‘D’ showing correlation between sediment thickness and slope angles
across the 25 cross-section profiles).
The next part of the research included calculation of the pairwise Pearson correlations and plotting correlation matrix
between the geological, geomorphic and bathymetric factors of the Philippine Trench. Methods to plot correlation
matrix (Fig. 9) include R based data analysis that embed computing correlograms for the data arrays [55]. The
methods and approaches of the Matplotlib and Seaborn libraries used for plotting figures by Python language were
derived from the existing literature describing statistical algorithms [56]. Finally, the geomorphic steepness of the
slopes was tested (Fig. 10) using ranking plotting algorithm available in R libraries {ggsignif} and {tidyverse}.

3.

Results

The data presented in this research aimed at highlighting the geomorphic variations of the Philippine Trench and
multiple complex characteristics of the impact factors of geological origin. Location of the trench on to various
tectonic plates along with geological factors (sediment thickness) and lithology contributes in geomorphic shaping
of the actual form of the Philippine Trench. The results obtained by different statistical approaches performed using
R and Python libraries are analyzed and integrated in order to provide a more detailed understanding of the character
of the geomorphic structure of the Philippine Trench. The extreme depths values in the data set are notable for the
following profiles: profile Nr. 12 (max depth: -9.700 meters), profile Nr. 13 (max depth: -9.600 m), profile Nr. 14
(max depth: -9.400 m), profile Nr. 18 (max depth: -9.450 m). All these profiles are cross sectioning the Philippine
Trench in its central part where its geomorphic pattern can be characterized from ‘steep slope’ (profiles Nr. 12 and
13, see Fig. 10) to ‘very steep slopes’ (profiles 14 and 18). Other profiles have depths not exceeding 9.000 meters.
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Fig. 9. Correlation matrix by Spearman method visualizing influence of the impact factors on the geomorphology
of the cross-section profiles. Plotting: R.
The strip plots (Fig. 7) comprise two visualized relationship types of the data distribution, namely by seven types of
the underlie geology with code given and explained in Table 1 (Fig. 7, A) and two tectonic plates: Sunda Plate and
Philippine Plate (Fig. 7, B). The distribution of the samples across the two tectonic plates is uneven (Fig. 7, A). The
Philippine Plate comprise more samples located in the Philippine Sea eastwards from the Philippine Trench. The
maximal sampling can bee seen on the profiles 21, 22 and 23 in the southern part of the cross-sectioning (as shown
on the map on Fig. 1) with 765, 651 and 652 taken samples, respectively. This is explained by the complex submarine
landforms in the western part of the Philippine Sea (Fig. 2, the cross section profiles). Profiles 1-4 demonstrate (Fig.
7, A) significantly lower density of the observation samples not exceeding 200. This part of the section is located in
the northern part of the Philippine Trench and is characterized gentle landforms of the submarine geomorphology.
As can be seen from the Fig. 7 (B), the Precambrian (shield) rocks (P) are only present in profiles 5, 7, 24 and 19
and do not exist in the sample sets of other profiles.
South tended data distribution is characterized for lithology types basic-ultrabasic plutonic rocks (Pb) where data
are recorded for the profiles Nr. 12, 18- 19, 21, 23-25, that is on the southern part of the Philippine archipelago. The
metamorphic rocks (M) are noted across the profiles 23-25, 4, 6, 15-16, that is their distribution is more evenly
spread across the study area. In our study, data with complex lithology of Mesozoic Jurassic and Cretaceous origin
(C) and Metamorphic rocks (M) have comparable spatial heterogeneity with observation records not overcoming 80
sample observation points.
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Fig. 10. Ranking geomorphology of the cross-section profiles. Plotting: R.
On the contrary, basic volcanic rocks of the Cenozoic volcanic formations (Vb) have significantly higher values
reaching maximal values at profiles 18, 17 and 15 having values of 120, 131 and 141 registered samples,
respectively. Mixed sedimentary consolidated rocks of Cenozoic formation (Smi) had the highest detected values at
profile 14 with 106 recorded points following by profile 8 (95 recorded samples). Finally, alluvial deposits of the
Quaternary have the highest data density recorded at profiles 16 (58 samples), following below by profile 13 and 15
(27 and 21 samples, respectively), that is the central part of the Philippines crossing the archipelago in the shelf area
(Fig. 7, B).
The distribution of the sample points across the Philippine Trench has four distinct groups with the increased values
caused by the steep pattern in the geomorphology (Fig. 8, B): first group include profiles Nr. 5, 6, and 7 (northern
part of the Philippine Trench crossing further Manila Trench. Second group comprises a group of profiles Nr. 13,
14 and 15: central transect of the Philippine Trench moving westwards towards the Negros Trench. Third part
includes two profiles Nr. 17 and 18. Finally, fourth part includes profiles Nr. 21, 22, 23, 24, that is a southern part
of the Philippine Trench where the transects move further crossing Sulu Trench and Cotabato Trench on the block
of Sunda tectonic plate.
The opposite distribution can be seen for the Sunda Plate (Fig. 8, A): profiles 1-4 (northern Sunda) have increased
values, followed by the second group of profiles (8-12), then third group (profiles 16-17 and 19-20) and finally,
profile Nr. 25 with maximal value for the Sunda Plate. The sediment thickness has a relatively even distribution for
all the profiles, which is previously described by [57] who pointed that the sedimentation in the Philippine Trench
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is not significantly high to fill in the axis along the trench. However, the exception have profiles Nr. 2 and 3 with a
distinct rise in the sedimentation volume caused by the geologic conditions (Fig. 8, D). South-eastern part of the
Philippine Trench (profiles 17-21) has a distinct steeper geomorphic shape (Fig. 8, C) which is caused by the
complex relationship between the tectonic slabs and geological settings in this area.
The fitted model of the matrix shows (Fig. 9) following variables representing the relationships between the elements
of the Philippine Trench system: elevation values as topographic and bathymetric sampling points (maximal,
minimal and mean values of the depths and heights in meters), sediment thickness (in meters), number of observation
samples across two tectonic plates (Sunda Plate and Philippine Plate), geomorphic elements of slope across the
trench (tangent degree and slope aspect), and seven types of the geology (rock lithology: see Table 1 for details).
The absolute coordinates were excluded as a factor to remove the effect of the geodetic location. In total 15 variables
were tested using following attribute classes: geology – 7, geomorphology – 2, sedimentation – 1, tectonics – 2 and
bathymetry – 3. The computed matrix is shown on Fig. 9.
The effects of the variations in the slope degree were tested by computed tangent angles for each of the 25 profiles,
respectively (Fig. 10 plot 1) and repeated the analysis by ranking bathymetric profiles according to the geomorphic
slope steepness (Fig. 10 plot 2). Finally, the grouping of the profiles by slopes was performed by dividing the range
into five classes, as follows: ‘strong slope’, ‘very strong slope’, ‘steep slope’, ‘very steep slope’, ‘extreme slope’.
The results demonstrate the importance of data analysis in the marine geology aimed at considering various impact
factors to understand the variability of the submarine geomorphology. Usage of the advanced methods of the
statistical analysis enables to visualize combined effects of multiple geological and lithological attributes and factors
that affect geomorphology of the hadal trenches.

4.

Discussion

The history of the studies of ocean geomorphology, origin of the formation and types of the submarine landforms
have been constantly arising interest of the geoscientists throughout the 20th century until now, the chronology of
the landmark research include, for instance: [58], [59], [60], [61], [62], [63], [64]. Understanding a variety of factors
that impact the geomorphology of the sea floor is a very complex task that includes a variety of the multi-disciplinary
approaches that is geospatial data visualization, geostatistical analysis, geological modeling, etc. Rapid recent
development of the IT technologies in 21st century enables to analyze geological and oceanological stream data in
large quantities which facilitates the studies of the marine geomorphology.
Mapping seafloor geomorphic features and understanding factors of its variability centers several important
components of the development of the marine geology. First, support spatial marine observations and ecosystem
management; second, supporting environmental monitoring of the marine areas; third, generating knowledge of the
Earth’s shape; fourth, economic monitoring and evaluation of the seabed natural marine resources that has a strategic
aim of governmental planning. Many attempt of the seafloor mapping and monitoring exist so far [65], [66]; [67],
[68], [69], [70], [71] and the advances in marine seafloor mapping are constantly developing.
The advantages of the application of modern technologies for oceanography and in marine geology include, above
all, the possibility to perform a multi-disciplinary approach that is not necessarily constraint by the GIS geospatial
analysis but includes algorithms of data analysis provided by high-level programming languages, such as Python
and R. Combination of the advanced methods of scripting libraries of R and Python together with spatial analysis
by GIS plugins enables to process oceanological data sets. Oceanography and marine geology traditionally have a
specifically large volumes of the sampling observation points derived from the cruises, along with their variety and
different types (e.g., lithology and rocks of the seafloor, geological structure, tectonics etc).
The velocity of the data processing by R and Python and operating with large data volumes enable to generate new
data frames for reprocessing and modeling, which is indisputable actual for oceanography. Given these reasons, the
advantages of using programming in the ocean research opens clear and distinct perspectives. In addition,
specifically designed libraries of Python and R embedded specialized techniques to extract the insights in the
complexity of the marine geological factors affecting the structure of the submarine seafloor.

5.

Conclusions

Advanced data computing and processing by R and Python in marine geology and oceanography is a dynamically
developing extension of the existing geostatistical and GIS tools. Scripting libraries of Python and R enable to deal
with the massive amounts of oceanographic data produced by cruise observations applying methods from computer
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science and statistics towards traditional geological analysis. The number of use cases in processing large data sets
in marine geology and oceanography is increasing since they are produced in a machine-generated stream in almost
every oceanographic cruise as massive of the observation series taken from the research vessels, not only as a data
arrays, but also as captured streams of video and imageries.
The value of big data in geoscience is indisputable nowadays. However, the question is not about the need for the
massive data processing and their storage but in how can we manipulate effectively with large structured data sets
in oceanography, and which machine learning algorithms and advanced methods can be applied for the stream data
processing. The effective answer to these questions are successively given by programming languages, such as
Python and R that enable to process data arrays by complex methods.
Graph-based analysis of the geological data modeling by Python and R enables to gain insights into the seafloor
geomorphology, dynamics of the tectonic slab processes, functioning of the marine ecosystems and benthos,
directions of the water currents, and other parameters otherwise not feasible by the traditional methods and
approaches. Effective manipulating of the geospatial data sets in marine geology by programming languages using
statistical machine algorithms required multi-disciplinary knowledge approaches demonstrated in the current
research.
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